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Abstract

Pion absorption and DCX Reactions are studied by using a unified

theory of NN and wd scattering. It is shown that the theory can describe

simultaneously the (*+,pp), (iT.pn) and (*",»+) reactions on 3He. The study

of absorption on heavy nuclei indicates the importance of inelastic absorption

processes. It is suggested that the DCX reaction on heavy nuclei also

involves multi-step processes which cannot be solved within the conventional

distorted-wave theory.
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The common feature of pion double-charge-exchange (DCX) and

absorption reactions Is that their Lowest order mechanism Involves at least

two nucleons. In the A resonance energy region, these two rections are

related because both are dominated by A excitation through the same

intermediate NA state. To see this point clearly, let us consider the

(ir*",pp), (ir~,pn) and (IT",**") reactions on -*He. The (if",ir+) and (ir",pn)

reactions can take place only on a T«l '-SQ pp pair in ^He. The (ir+,pp) can

occur through absorption on a T»0 3S^ np pair. For important s- and p-waves

pion, the intermediate NA states which can be excited in these three processes

are the following:

3 S L (np) + 5S2 (A+p) + \ (pp) (la)

\ (pp) > 3PQ (A°p) - 3PQ (np) (lb)

ir~ + S (pp) + p (A p) + P (nA ) + ir nn (lc)

Equation (1) shows the close relationship between the absorption and DCX

reactions, since the NN and NA interactions in each partial wave are just the

projections of the same meson-exchange dynamics and are not independent of

each other. In particular, the (ir",pn) and (ir",^) are determined by the

matrix elements in the sane 3p. channel.

In order to understand both the absorption and DCX reactions, we

clearly need f i rs t to develop a theory describing the dynamics of the coupled

wNN+NA+NN system (called the irNN system in the l i terature). In the f i rs t part

of my talk, I will describe such a *NN theory. Then, I will discuss the



appl icat ion of the aodel in a unified study of the pion absorption and DCX

reactions on nuc le i .

The e s sent ia l aim of the irNN theory i s to construct a basic

Haailtonian for * , N and A that describes a l l of the following processes

NN + NN (E < 1000 MeV) (2a)

+ NNir

Trd + ird (E < 300 MeV) (2b)

+ wNN

+ NN

This was f i r s t accomplished by Betz and Lee [1] in a separable parameter-

i za t ion of the irNN dynamics. The model has s ince been enriched by using meson

theory to describe the basic mechanisms. In ref. [ 2 ] , we have constructed a

meson-exchange irNN model which comprises the following mechanisms: (a) a irN+A

vertex for TTN P 3 3 s ca t ter ing , (b) ir- and p-exchange for NN-f-t-AN and NA+NA

i n t e r a c t i o n s , and (c) a NN+NN interact ion which i s derived from the Paris

potent ia l by using a momentum-dependent procedure to subtract the

contributions from intermediate NA and AA s t a t e s . The model Hamiltonian then

leads to a s e t of coupled two- and three-body irNN scattering equations for

describing a l l processes l i s t e d in eq. ( 2 ) . These equations can be solved by

using the establ ished numerical methods for coupled-channel and Faddeev

equations . In f i g . 1, I show that e constructed meson-exchange theory can

describe NN scatter ing phase-shi f ts up to about 1 GeV. In a recent

col laborat ion with A. Matsuyana [ 3 ] , we have carried out a s e r i e s of

ca lcu la t ions to show that the model can a l so describe extensive ird data.



Once the irNN model Harailtonian Is given, we can use the coupled wMH

scattering equations to generate o f f - she l l matrix elements between NN, NA and

*NN states In any partial wave, which are c learly the basic input to the DCX

and absorption calculations for f i n i t e nucle i . An Interesting application of

the meson-exchange TTNN theory i s the exploration of the relationship between

the absorption and DCX reactions on 3He. The procedure i s simply to fold the

matrix elements of eq. (1) into an s-wave Gaussian 3He wave function. Our

results for the total cross sections of (ir+ ,pp), (ir~,pn) and (*~,ir+) are

respectively 17 mb, 1.2 nb and .16 mb, which are not very different from the

experimental values of 20 rab, 1 mb and 0.2 mb. I t i s important to note from

eq. (1) that our theoretical predictions are the direct consequence of the

description of the NA interaction in different partial waves. As seen from

f ig . 1, the success of the model i s due to the good reproduction of the NN

phase-shifts in the M^ and PQ waves. This He calculation demonstrates the

importance of a unified approach to the scattering and absorption problems.

We now turn to discuss our study of heavy nucle i . In a

collaboration with K. Ohta and M. Thies, we have carried out extensive

calculations for (ir+,p) inclusive reactions on ^He and ^C by using the

separable irNN model of ref. [ l j . In a many-nucleon system, the pion

absorption can occur under two very different conditions. F i r s t , the

absorption can take place when the nucleus is in i t s ground s t a t e . This

simplest process is called the direct abosrption process. The second one i s

cal led the ine las t i c absorption process in which the nucleus i s excited by

predominately the (IT, ir'N) knockout reaction before pion absorption takes

place. We only calculate the direct absorption by the following procedures:

(a) the absorption matrix element TV+A+p+N+(A-2) i s calculated microscopically

by folding the wNN + NA * NN matrix elements into the nuclear wave function as



described by the shell-model of Cohen and Kurath, (b) the initial pion

distortion is described by the A-hole model of pion-nucleua eleastic

scattering. The calculation therefore did not include any adjustable

paraaetes. Fig. 2 shows one of our results for 4He. I t is clear that the

theory can describe the data very well in the region where the two-body

process dominates. This is consistent with our calculations of deuteron and

3He.

In our study we also explored the question of the relative

importance of the inelastic absorption prS^oess. This is done by comparing the

calculated total cross section due to the direct process and the measured

total pion absorption cross section. The result for * C is shown in fig. 3 .

I t is clear that the direct absorption accounts for only about 1/3 of the

measured value at resonance energy. This shows that the intermediate NA state

formed in the two-body process is not free of the interactions with the rest

of the nucleus. The init ial A could be multiply scattered by more than one

nucleon before NA+NN transiton takes place.

The above results have an important implication in understanding the

DCX reactions. As we have illustrated in the Ĥe calculation, the absorption

and DCX reactions are related to each other. Hence, if multi-step mechanisms

are important in the absorption, they could also play important roles in the

DCX interaction. If this is the case, i t is certainly not possible to

understand DCX reactions by the conventional distorted-wave theory in which

pion waves are distorted by an optical potential. However, this argument is

subject to a quantitative test in the future. It is our hope that we can use

our TfNN theory to carry out an internally consistent calculation of both the

absorption and DCX reactions without making use of the conventional optical

•odel for the pion distortion. In this way, we hope to clearly answer the



most Important question of intermediate energy physics: how is the A

resonance scattered or absorbed by the nuclear medium?
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